NEW BOOKS!

Take a look! We have added a lot of new fiction, literature, and poetry as well as non-fiction titles on many other topics. We invite you to browse these titles and check them out! To check for item availability and call number location, use the Durham Tech library catalog.

CIRCULATING BOOKS (can be checked out for 3 weeks)

Ivory, Horn, and Blood: Behind the Elephant and Rhinoceros Poaching Crisis
Ronald Orenstein

The King of Sports: Football’s Impact on America
Gregg Easterbrook

Knowing Mandela: A Personal Portrait
John Carlin

The Land Grabbers: The New Fight over Who Owns the Earth
Fred Pearce
The Last Animal: Stories
Abby Geni

The Life and Times of Persimmon Wilson
Nancy Peacock

Looking Out, Looking In: Anthology of Latino Poetry
William Luis, editor

Lost in Language & Sound: Or How I Found My Way to the Arts: Essays
Ntozake Shange

Loteria
Mario Alberto Zambrano
Mating Intelligence Unleashed: The Role of the Mind in Sex, Dating, and Love
Glenn Geher, Scott Barry Kaufman

Mermaid: A Memoir of Resilience
Eileen Cronin

Mirror Earth: The Search for Our Planet’s Twin
Michael D. Lemonick

Motivating Black Males to Achieve in School & in Life
Baruti K. Kafele

Multicultural Teaching in the Early Childhood Classroom: Approaches, Strategies, and Tools, Preschool – 2nd Grade
Mariana Souto-Manning
My Age of Anxiety: Fear, Hope, Dread, and the Search for Peace of Mind
Scott Stossel

My Planet: Finding Humor in the Oddest Places
Mary Roach

Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave: with Related Documents
Written by himself; David W. Blight, editor

Nightjohn
Gary Paulsen

No Place to Hide: Edward Snowden, the NSA, and the U.S. Surveillance State
Glenn Greenwald
Oleander Girl
Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni

On the Same Track: How Schools Can Join the Twentieth-Century Struggle against Resegregation
Carol Corbett Burris

Once on a Moonless Night
Sijie Dai

Otherhood: Modern Women Finding a New Kind of Happiness
Melanie Notkin

The Power of TED: The Empowerment Dynamic
David Emerald
The Promise of Stardust
Priscille Sibley

Psychology: A Very Short Introduction
Gillian Butler, Freda McManus

The Psychology Book
Catherine Collin

The Real Cost of Cheap Food
Michael Carolan

Redefining Girly: How Parents Can Fight the Stereotyping and Sexualizing of Girlishness, from Birth to Tween
Melissa Atkins Wardy
Redefining Realness: My Path to Womanhood, Identity, Love and So Much More
Janet Mock

ReInventing Diversity: Transforming Organizational Community to Strengthen People, Purpose, and Performance
Howard J. Ross

The Rook
Daniel O’Malley

Salt, Sugar, Fat: How the Food Giants Hooked Us
Michael Moss

Saving Normal: An Insider’s Revolt against Out-of-Control Psychiatric Diagnosis, DSM-5, Big Pharma, and the Medicalization of Ordinary Life
Allen Frances
Sexually Transmitted Diseases (Compact Research Diseases and Disorders series)
Leanne Currie-McGhee

Shattered
Kia DuPree

Shine
Lauren Myracle

Should Teens Have Access to Birth Control? (In Controversy series)
Don Nardo

Smoke Signals: A Social History of Marijuana – Medicinal, Recreational and Scientific
Martin A. Lee
Special People, Special Ways (children’s literature)
Arlene Maguire

The Speech: The Story behind Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s Dream
Gary Younge

Spook: Science Tackles the Afterlife
Mary Roach

Strengthening Community Colleges through Institutional Collaborations
Michael J. Roggow, editor

Stokely: A Life
Peniel E. Joseph
Supernatural Short Stories
Charles Dickens

Sustainability
Leslie Paul Thiele

Talk Like Ted: The 9 Public-Speaking Secrets of the World’s Top Minds
Carmine Gallo

Things I Should Have Told My Daughter: Lies, Lessons & Love Affairs
Pearl Cleage

The Things They Carried: A Work of Fiction
Tim O’Brien
This Is All: The Pillow Book of Cordelia Kenn
Aidan Chambers

A Time to Break Silence: The Essential Works of Martin Luther King, Jr., for Students
Martin Luther King, Jr.

To Repair the World: Paul Farmer Speaks to the Next Generation
Jonathan Weigel, editor

True Story
Ni-Ni Simone

Twelve Years a Slave
Solomon Northup
Understanding Your Feelings and Emotions
Paul Thomas Young

You
Marjorie Celona

“You Can Tell Just by Looking”: And 20 Other Myths about LGBT Life and People
Michael Bronski, Ann Pellegrini, Michael Amico

Viral Hate: Containing Its Spread on the Internet
Abraham H. Foxman, Christopher Wolf
War in Tim O’Brien’s The Things They Carried (Social Issues in Literature series)
Gary Wiener

We Are the Ones We Have Been Waiting For: The Promise of Civil Renewal in America
Peter Levine

What Is the Future of Alternative Energy Cars?
Lydia Bjornlund

What Will It Take to Make a Woman President?: Conversations about Women, Leadership and Power
Marianne Schnall

What Should We Be Worried About?: Real Scenarios that Keep Scientists Up at Night
John Brockman, editor
Where Night Is Day: The World of the ICU
James Kelly

Without Mercy: The Stunning True Story of Race, Crime, and Corruption in the Deep South
David Beasley

The Woman Who Changed Her Brain: How I Left My Learning Disability Behind and Other Stories of Cognitive Transformation
Barbara Arrowsmith-Young

The World We Found
Thrity Umrigar

Wuthering Heights
Emily Bronte